


Corporate Maze 
 
Identify Problem: This activity helps students increase/develop problem 

solving skills. 
 
Materials needed: Masking tape, fake money 10’s & 20’s. Use attached grid 

on paper and rules. 
 
Exercise: Start out this activity by taping a grid of squares on the 

floor.  A sample of the grid/guide is attached. You will 
need to make the squares big enough that a student’s foot 
will be able to fit in it.  
Start by explaining the rules to the students.  You can use 
one or two teams depending on how big your group is.  If 
you have two teams you will need to have two judges.  The 
facilitator will be the judge; you will have the only key or 
guide through the maze.  If you have two teams you will 
start each team on opposite ends of the grid. 
As the students step on a square you will place an X on the 
paper guide, this will help you keep track of which squares 
have already been stepped on.  The second time they step 
on the wrong square you will have to charge them.  

 Another variation to this game is to use strikes instead of 
fake money.  You would give each team a pre-determined 
amount of strikes.      

 
Identify Skills: After one of the teams has made it successfully through   

the maze, you will process the activity. Questions you can 
use could be: 

 Was this an easy or hard activity? 
 How hard was it not to be able to talk or touch anybody? 
 Do you think it would have been easier to be able to talk 

during this activity? 
 What kind of things did you do to help your teammates? 
 What do you think you could have done better? 
 How can this help us learn how to solve problems? 
 How can you use other people in your life to help you solve 

problems? 
 Are you always going to get good advice? Or is it going to 

be like the game, not understanding where to go or who to 
listen to? 

 
Source: Mike Cottam  

    
 



     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
 
 



Corporate Maze 
Participants Guide 

 

• There is only one safe path through the maze. 

• Only one person on the maze at a time. 

• An order in which people go throughout the maze must be 
established and adhered to.  When all members have 
attempted the maze the sequence repeats. 

• People may move to adjacent squares only and they must 
move in sequence. 

• When a person steps on a “bad” square they will be given 
a thumbs-down signal.  They must exit the maze from 
where they came in, i.e. following the exact same path out. 

• There is no penalty the first time you step on an unsafe 
square.  However, if an unsafe square is stepped on again, 
the mistake will cost the group $20. 

• It will cost $10 for a person exiting the maze using a 
different path from which they entered. 

• Before starting, the group will have an amount of time to 
plan.  At the end of the planning time, they may buy 
additional time for $20 per minute. 

• Once the maze begins, there will be no talking or verbal 
exchange.  Penalty for any utterance is $20. 

• No “Hansel and Gretel” techniques; no writing 
information, no touching the maze or the person on the 
maze.   

• Once the foot touches a square, the square is counted. 

• If the judge makes a mistake, the judge gives the group 
$20. 

• The team starts with $200.                  


